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We strive to deliver the best possible risk-adjusted returns

for our clients.

With offices in the UK, Guernsey, South Africa, Isle of Man

and Singapore, our international presence ensures we

adopt a truly global approach to investing.

At MitonOptimal 

we manage 

multi-asset portfolios 

and nothing else 
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Complementing our ‘top down’ asset

allocation, which we believe to be the

most powerful driver of investment

returns, our proprietary rating system

ensures we can identify ‘bottom up’

investments which have the potential

to add alpha

Unconstrained

We believe the flexibility to invest

across the market spectrum without

the constraints of a benchmark is the

right philosophy for our investors. This

permits us to invest in themes in

which we have the highest conviction.

Diversification

The investment team invest in a

range of asset classes in order to

deliver attractive risk-adjusted returns.

Portfolios will be constructed using

the most appealing asset classes,

geographic regions and sectors.

Managed Volatility

The investment team believes that the

journey can be as important as the

destination, and therefore aims at all

times to manage the volatility output of

the portfolios using the appropriate top

down asset allocation.

Experience

The investment committee has

significant experience working in the

asset management industry and

managing multi-asset portfolios

through multiple economic cycles.
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Portfolio Management Team

James Sullivan Managing Director, Fund Manager

James co-founded Coram Asset Management in 2014 which was

subsequently acquired by MitonOptimal International in 2016.

James is Managing Director of the UK business and is responsible

for managing the multi-asset funds and sits on the International

Investment Management Committee.

James has worked in financial services since 1999 as a founding

member of iimia plc. Growth of the business saw the acquisition of

Exeter Fund Managers, Miton Asset Management and Midas Capital

Partners and rebranded as Miton Group plc.

James was appointed co-manager of the Miton Special Situations

and Miton Strategic Portfolios in 2008.

Paul Warner Head of Portfolio Management

In 1972, Paul embarked on a career in the investment industry at

Grieveson Grant stock brokers in the City of London. He chose to

specialise in collective investments in 1978, setting up and running a

unit trust discretionary portfolio management service (UTDPMS).

Paul joined Stock Beech & Co, Bristol stockbrokers in 1980 before

moving to Charterhall Management Services in 1987, establishing a

UTDPMS at each company respectively.

In 1991, Paul founded Minerva Fund Managers where he was

responsible for managing portfolios both for individuals and third

party funds on a discretionary basis. In 1994, Paul began to run

discretionary SRI Portfolios for clients before launching an additional

series of model portfolios in 2006 which included both SRI and

Ethical Portfolios for clients of introducing IFAs.

Following MitonOptimal’s acquisition of Minerva in 2017, Paul now

acts as Head of Portfolio Management for the Model Portfolio

Service and is a member of the Chartered Institute for Securities &

Investment.
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Scott Campbell

Chief Investment Officer

Shaun McDade

Head of Portfolio Management 

(Guernsey)

Roeloff Horne

Head of Portfolio Management 

(SA)

Joanne Baynham CA, CFA

Head of Investment Strategy

Simon Sharrott ACSI

Portfolio Manager 

Blair Campbell ACSI

Investment Manager 

James Downie

Head of Institutional Asset 

Consulting

Andy Pfaff

Commodities Fund Manager

Alan Blythe

Portfolio Manager (IoM)

International Investment Management 

Committee
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We believe that 

asset allocation is 

the most powerful 

driver of returns



Risk Profiled 
Model Portfolio Service

The Risk Profiled Model Portfolio Service offers clients a selection of multi-asset

model portfolios along the risk spectrum.

By blending active and passive collective investment strategies, and employing our

rating and risk profiling systems, we believe we have fashioned an efficient service

for clients wishing to have a more risk focused proposition at their disposal.

Our model portfolios share common ground in their makeup, with differences

originating mainly from the objective of delivering a return with varying degrees of

risk tolerance.

Model portfolio Risk profile

Defensive 2-4

Cautious 3-5

Balanced Income 5-7

Balanced Growth 5-7

Growth 7-10

MitonOptimal risk profiling

Underpinning our process is the 

propriety risk profiling, which scores 

each underlying investment to ensure 

we create model portfolios to sit 

appropriately along the risk spectrum.

MitonOptimal rating system

Established in 1991, the rating system 

screens potential investments for 

consistency and volatility in order to 

support our portfolio managers in 

making informed selections.
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Model portfolio Risk profile

SRI Defensive 3-5

SRI Balanced Income 4-6

SRI Balanced Growth 5-7

SRI Adventurous 7-10

What is SRI?

A socially responsible investment may be deemed as such because of the nature of 

the company’s activities.  

Common characteristics of an SRI fund would include avoiding investments in 

companies that participate in the production or vending of alcohol, tobacco and 

arms, whilst pursuing companies that engage in social justice, environmental 

sustainability and clean technology. 

Socially Responsible Investing
Model Portfolio Service

We believe that companies that act responsibly towards the environment, social

issues, corporate governance, and who have a sustainable business model, are well

positioned to add value for shareholders.

Our process seeks to identify collective investments which invest in robust

businesses with attractive valuations, whilst also building a more stable, resilient and

prosperous economy.

The Socially Responsible Investing service offers clients a selection of multi-asset

model portfolios along the risk spectrum.
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An increasing 

number of investors 

wish to align their 

investments with 

their values



Model portfolio Coram fund within portfolio

Cornerstone Defensive Coram Global Defensive fund

Cornerstone Balanced Coram Global Balanced fund

Cornerstone Growth Coram Global Opportunities fund

Cornerstone
Model Portfolio Service

The Cornerstone Service provides a multi-asset solution for the more cost sensitive

client, with a tapered annual management fee being applied.

The service offers clients a selection of multi-asset model portfolios which use one of

the Coram multi-asset funds as the cornerstone of the portfolio.

The Coram fund will offer multi-asset diversification with the rest of the portfolio

populated using external funds, leveraging off our core funds from our conventional

Model Portfolio Service.

Flexibility

The service is offered on a sliding fee 

scale, empowering the client to select 

the tariff best suited to their individual 

circumstances. Greater the weighting 

to the Coram fund, the lower the Model 

Portfolio annual management charge.

Coram funds

Coram is the fund management arm of 

the MitonOptimal group and currently 

offers three global multi-asset funds. 

The funds each reside within the IA 

sectors and are mandated to produce 

real returns with low volatility.
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The cornerstone of 

something is the part 

on which its 

existence depends



MitonOptimal UK Limited is part of the MitonOptimal Group, authorised and regulated by the Financial

Conduct Authority. Registered in England No. 09138865 with its registered office at Royal Mead, Railway

Place, Bath BA1 1SR.

MitonOptimal UK

Royal Mead, Railway Place,

Bath,

BA1 1SR

T: +44 (0) 1225 632 250

F: +44 (0) 1225 439 442

E: support@mitonoptimal.co.uk

www.mitonoptimal.com/uk
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